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A Portable Emergency Ventilator (PEV) is a device that can provide positive
pressure ventilation to a person who is incapable of breathing on their own. This
project focuses on improving a PEV developed in the late 1980s by Jeff
Gutterman and Roman Press and the latest model as developed by MSD Group
P13026. The goal of this project is to update the previous models using modern
day technologies. This will focus on making it smaller, lighter, and more usable,
while providing effective functionality and provide familiar feedback to the user.
The expected end result of the project was a functional prototype which can be
marketed to companies and manufactured by 2015.
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System Operation
Concept Realization
Customer Needs

Engineering Specifications
Testing
In order to ensure our system met the engineering specifications laid out
by our customer, test plans were developed to produce results conclusive
of proper functionality.
•Battery life tests were performed to characterize Battery performance
•Pump functionality was evaluated to ensure our system could meet the
standards set by the customer for breathing rate, flow rate, and pressure
control
•Pressure sensor testing was performed to characterize the static
pressure sensors according to the mechanical pressure gauge.

Results and Conclusions
Fully functional prototype
•Simplified Custom PCB design reduces weight and production cost
•Redesigned housing and user interface is more user-friendly
•Fully programmed system can operate in four modes
•Continuous Mandatory Ventilation (CMV)
•Air Assist
•Manual
•CPR
•Overall reduction in weight and volume of product increases
portability
•Improved battery life over 4 hours
Design meets FDA approvals
Design meets customer needs

Future Improvements
•Improved ergonomics and durability of
enclosure
•Improved mechanical relief system
•More powerful pump to achieve a larger
operating range
•A second revision of the circuit board to
correct errors found in initial design
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